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Description

The present invention relates to a rotary mixer and disperser head for operations such as dispersing, dissolving, emulsifying and blending of solids, liquids or gases with other liquids.

The mixer and disperser head according to the invention is particularly useful in the food-processing industry, the chemical industry, the pharmaceutical industry and other branches of industry for dispersing and dissolving of solids and semi-solids in liquids.

A mixer head for such purposes is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of U.S-A-3,170,638. This mixer head has a mixing chamber comprising two sections in the form of truncated cones; one at each end of a cylindrical middle section which is slotted along its periphery, and a central shaft extends through the mixer head. The conical sections act as centrifugal pumps pumping the substances to be mixed into the cylindrical section where in a first stage they undergo a hydraulic shear where the two streams meet. The slots in the middle section act in a second stage as specific shear elements, while a third shear stage occurs when the radial discharge from the head meet the slower moving contents of the mixing vessel. The shear forces act to mix the substances in particular to disperse and dissolve solids in the fluid mixture.

Mixer heads of this type present several disadvantages. Thus, for a given diameter of the mixing chamber and a given rotational speed the throughput is delimited by the smaller cross sectional inlet areas of the conical sections. Further, in acting as centrifugal pumps the conical sections impart to the substances to be mixed a considerable tangential component of velocity which rather than to contribute to the hydraulic shear detracts therefrom. The central shaft extending through the mixing chamber reduces the volume thereof and thereby the retention time therein for the fluid mixture. Finally are such mixer heads not immediately accessible for ocular inspection after a cleaning-in-place procedure (CIP-procedure) due to the presence of the conical sections and the throughgoing shaft.

A mixer and disperser head is furthermore shown in Figs. 1-3 of U.S-A-4,900,159. In this mixer head a pair of impellers are clamped to each end of a generally cylindrical mixing chamber by means of a shoulder and a nut on a shaft extending through a bore in a central hub in the mixing chamber. The mixing chamber has a plurality of axially extending slots in its peripheral wall which is connected to the central hub by means of a radial flange placed in the middle of the mixing chamber and as a partition separating that in two chambers. Also in this mixer head the central hub and the flange reduce the volume of the mixing chambers and thereby the retention time therein for the fluid mixture, and the same parts will likewise impart a rotational velocity to the substances to be mixed, i.e. a tangential component of velocity, which will detract from the shear imparted to the fluid mixture when discharged through the elongate slots. The flange or partition prevents that the two streams from the opposite ends of the mixing head meet and thereby undergo a hydraulic shear. This known mixer head is completely unsuited for a CIP-procedure partly because of the many inaccessible corners wherein the particulate matter or substances with high viscosity or adhesiveness may accumulate and partly because of the impellers clamped flatly on to the ends of the cylindrical mixing chamber making an ocular inspection of the inner of the mixing head practically impossible. In fact, a thorough cleaning of this known mixer and disperser head necessitates a complete disassembling of the head, separate cleaning of each of its parts, and reassembling again thereof.

It is now the object of the present invention to provide a rotary mixer and disperser head which will avoid the aforesaid drawbacks and where the volume of the mixing chamber is not reduced by an axially extending shaft or hub and flange so that the mixing chamber presents the greatest possible volume relative to its outer dimensions, where the circular motion imparted to the substances to be mixed in the mixing chamber is kept as low as possible and the mechanical shear imparted thereto by the axially extending slots thereof kept as high as possible, where a high liquid shear in the substances is obtained in the mixing chamber when the two counter-directed in-flow streams meet therein having high axial velocities and a rotary mixer and disperser head which is particularly well-suited for the CIP-procedure and is easily inspected ocularly after such procedure. Furthermore, the mixer and disperser head according to the invention should be manufactured as a high-quality integral one-piece product by simple and inexpensive technological methods.

According to the invention this is obtained by a rotary mixer and disperser head comprising:

- a shaft adapted to be connected to a rotatable drive shaft,
- a mixing chamber coaxial with and rigidly connected to said shaft, said mixing chamber being of generally cylindrical shape and having through its peripheral wall a plurality of discharge openings, particularly equally angularly spaced elongated slots extending in a generally axial direction of the chamber,
- a first plurality of equally angularly spaced impeller blades at one axial end of said mixing chamber, each of said first plurality of impeller blades having a leading edge disposed axially outside of said one axial end, and a trailing edge disposed axially inward from said leading edge to the mixing chamber, and
- a second plurality of equally angularly spaced impeller blades at the other axial end of said mixing chamber, each of said second plurality of impeller blades having a leading edge disposed axially outside of said other axial end, and a trailing edge disposed axially inward from said leading edge to the
mixing chamber, in which each of said first plurality of impeller blades comprises a leading portion having a first part extending in a plane substantially perpendicular to the axis of the mixing chamber, the radially inner end of the first part being rigidly connected to said shaft which is situated completely outside the mixing chamber, and a second part bent about 90° inward from said first part to the mixing chamber and having its free end spaced from said plane rigidly connected to said one axial end of the mixing chamber, and a trailing portion integral with and forming an obtuse angle with the first part of said leading portion and in a plane projection having the shape of a sector of an annulus, and in which each of said second plurality of impeller blades comprises a leading portion having a first part positioned outside the mixing chamber and extending in a plane substantially perpendicular to the axis of the mixing chamber, the radially inner end of the first part being joined to the similar inner ends of the other impeller blades of said second plurality of impeller blades, and a second part bent about 90° inward from said first part to the mixing chamber and having its free end spaced from said plane rigidly connected to said other axial end of the mixing chamber, and a trailing portion integral with and forming an obtuse angle with the first part of said leading portion and in a plane projection having the shape of a sector of an annulus, each of the trailing portions of the first and the second pluralities of impeller blades being directed from the leading portion into the mixing chamber and positioned behind the leading portion in the rotation direction of the mixer.

By this construction of the mixer and disperser head the shaft is disposed entirely outside the mixing chamber and only rigidly connected to the radially inner ends of the first plurality of impeller blades. Due to the absence of the shaft from the mixing chamber this has a maximum volume providing for an optimum retention time for the fluid medium therein and the shaft can of course not impart any rotational movement to that medium. The particular design of the impeller blades impart to the in-flow from each end of the mixing chamber an inwardly directed thrust and a high velocity having a pre-dominating axial component thereby creating an intense hydraulic shear in the fluid mixture while at the same time imparting a high mechanical shear thereto. This particular design also allows for an ocular inspection of the inner parts of the mixer and disperser head, and the integral one-piece construction thereof leaves no corners wherein polluting matter may accumulate so that the inventive mixer and disperser head is well-suited for a CIP-procedure. The different parts of the mixer and disperser head may readily be manufactured from stock materials such as tubing and sheet materials by simple technological processes such as turning, milling, punching and stamping and assembled by joining processes such as welding or adhesive bonding.

In a preferred embodiment of the mixer and disperser head according to the invention at least some of said first and second pluralities of impeller blades have formations for creating turbulence or shear in a fluid mixture passing thereover. This further adds to the shear forces mechanically imparted to the fluid mixture by the impeller blades.

The said formations may preferably be indentations at the trailing edges of said impeller blades, and said indentations have more preferably a generally castellation-like profile.

As another preferred feature the trailing edge of each of said plurality of elongated slots through the peripheral wall of said mixing chamber forms an acute angle with the tangent to the inside of said wall at the point of intersection. This feature adds further to the shear forces introduced in the fluid mixture as it leaves the inventive mixer and disperser head.

It is preferred that the various parts of the mixer and disperser head of the invention are made from a metallic material such as stainless steel and rigidly connected to each other by means of welding so as to form an integral one-piece unit.

A preferred embodiment of the rotary mixer and disperser head according to the invention will in the following be described in more details with reference to the drawings wherein

Fig. 1 shows the mixer and disperser head according to the invention in elevation,

Fig. 2 shows a plan view of the mixer and disperser head of Fig. 1 as seen from above,

Fig. 3 shows a plan view of the mixer and disperser head of Figs. 1 and 2 as seen from below,

Fig. 4 shows a broken cross sectional view along the line IV-IV in Fig. 2,

Fig. 5 shows a broken cross sectional view along the line V-V in Fig. 2, and

Fig. 6 shows in a somewhat greater scale a broken cross-sectional view generally along the line VI-VI in Fig. 1 through one of the elongated slots in the peripheral walls of the mixing chamber.

In Figs. 1, 2 and 3, 1 generally indicates a rotary mixer and disperser head according to the invention. The mixer and disperser head comprises a tubular mixing chamber preferably made of stainless steel and having a circular cross section and a central axis 5. Spaced equally angularly are through the wall of mixing chamber 3 in the axially middle region thereof provided
a plurality of axially extending elongated discharge slots 7.

Connected to the upper planar rim of mixing chamber 3 by weldings such as at 9 is a first set of impeller blades preferably made of stainless steel and generally indicated as 11, and connected to the first set of impeller blades 11 by welding such as at 13 is a shaft 15 also preferably of stainless steel and situated above the first set of impeller blades 11 and coaxial with the mixing chamber 3.

The first set of impeller blades 11 comprises three identical impeller blades 17 (see Fig. 2) disposed angularly offset by 120° for each other around the central axis 5. Each of the impeller blades 17 comprises a leading portion 19 (leading in the direction of rotation “R” of the mixer and disperser head 1) and a trailing portion 21. As best seen in Figs. 4 and 5 the leading portion 19 of each of the impeller blades 17 has a first part 23 extending in a plane perpendicular to the axis 5, and a second part 24 bent inward about 90° from the first part 23 and connected by welding such as at 9 to the upper rim of the mixing chamber 3. The radially inner end of the first part 23 is connected to the shaft 15 by means of welding such as at 13. The trailing portion 21 forms as best seen in Fig. 4 an obtuse inward angle with the first part 23 of the leading portion 19 and has in a plane projection the shape of a sector of an annulus. Its trailing edge has indentations with a castellation-like profile 25.

Connected to the lower planar rim of mixing chamber 3 is a second set of impeller blades preferably made of stainless steel and generally indicated as 27. The second set of impeller blades 27 is a mirror image of the first set of impeller blades 11 and is offset relative thereto by 60° in the direction “R” of rotation of the mixer and disperser head 1. This second set of impeller blades 27 will therefore only be described in outlines in the following since more detailed information thereon may be had from the foregoing description of the first set of impeller blades 11 in connection with Figs. 2, 4 and 5.

As best seen in Fig. 3 the second set of impeller blades 27 comprises three identical impeller blades 29 angularly offset by 120° for each other around the central axis 5. Each impeller blade 29 comprises a leading portion 31 and a trailing portion 33. The leading portion 31 has a radially inner first part 35 extending in a plane perpendicular to the axis 5 and a radially outer second part 36 bent about 90° inward from the first part 35. The radially inner parts 35 of the three impeller blades 29 are joined in a hub-like central disc 37, and the free ends of the bent parts 36 are connected so as by welding to the lower rim of the mixing chamber 3. The trailing portion 33 of each impeller blade 29 forms an obtuse inward angle with the first part 35 of the leading portion 31 and has in a plane projection the shape of a sector of an annulus. Its trailing edge has indentations with a castellation-like profile 39.

From the foregoing description of the first and second sets of impeller blades 11 and 27, respectively, it will easily be understood that they may be made from flat sheet metal by punching using the same set of dies, and by bending such as by stamping trailing portions 21 and bent parts 24 to one side to obtain a set of impeller blades 11 and trailing portions 33 and bent parts 36 to the opposite side to obtain a set of impeller blades 27.

As will be seen from Fig. 6, the slots 7 through the peripheral wall of mixing chamber 3 are not made as generally radial extending slots through said wall but are made such as by milling so that the middle plane through slot 7 forms an angle with a radial plane and more particularly so that the trailing edge of slot 7 forms an acute angle with the tangent to the inside surface of the wall at the point of intersection.

As explained initially herein this feature contributes to the shear forces introduced into the fluid mixture expelled through slots 7. The trailing edges of slots 7 so formed also enhance the centrifugal pumping action of the mixing chamber 3 by increasing the velocity by which the fluid mixture is expelled from the mixing chamber into the liquid mixture in the surrounding vessel thereby also increasing the hydraulic shear obtained thereby.

As shown in Fig. 5 the shaft 15 has a central bore 40 therein provided with an internal thread 41 adapted to be threadingly engaged with a corresponding external thread on a drive shaft (not shown) connected to a drive unit such as an electric motor or a hydraulic or pneumatic motor for rotatably driving the mixer and disperser head 1.

Operation of the inventive mixer and disperser head: When thus connected to a drive unit the mixer and disperser head 1 is immersed into the substances to be mixed and/or dispersed contained in a suitable vessel and caused to rotate at high RPM.

The first and second sets of impeller blades 11 and 27, respectively, now act as impeller pumps driving the substances from the surrounding vessel in a mainly axial direction into the mixing chamber 3 at a great velocity. Thereby the said substances firstly undergo an abrupt change of relative direction of movement resulting in the introduction of accelerative shear forces therein, secondly the flowing substances are further split up by the castellation-like indentations 25 and 39, respectively, introducing further turbulence and shear therein. Within the mixing chamber 3 the two streams of substances collide substantially axially at high velocities creating a high hydraulic shear. Due to the absence of a high speed rotating shaft or hub and flange there is no rotative force in the central parts of the mixing chamber acting upon the substances. Therefore, the greater part of the substances move toward the periphery in a mainly non-rotative, radial direction whereby - during the expulsion of the substances through the discharge slots - the high speed rotating slots act upon the slower moving substances with high mechanical shear. The substances are expelled therefrom with high velocity into the surrounding mixture, whereby they undergo further high hydraulic shear.
As compared with the initially mentioned prior art mixer heads this means that shear forces are introduced in the fluid mixtures in at least two further stages of the operation and intensified in the others resulting in an improved over-all performance.

Since the visibility of the inner surfaces of the mixer and disperser head according to the invention is only slightly obscured by the presence of the two sets of impeller blades 11 and 27, respectively, the inventive mixer and disperser head lends itself to an ocular inspection after a CIP-procedure.

From the foregoing description it will be understood that the various parts of the mixer and disperser head according to the invention may be manufactured at a low cost by simple technological processes and interconnected by welding so as to form an integrated one-piece unit.

The discharge openings may have any other appropriate shape than that of axially extending elongated slots, and also the impeller blades may be present in another number than three for each set of impeller blades and may have another shape than that described. Depending on the intended application of the mixer and disperser head it may also be made from other materials than stainless steel, e.g. from plastics materials, or from a combination of plastics materials and metallic materials, and the various parts of the mixer and disperser head may be rigidly connected to each other by other means than welding, e.g. by adhesive bonding.

Claims

1. A rotary mixer and disperser head (1) comprising:
   - a shaft (15) adapted to be connected to a rotatable drive shaft
   - a mixing chamber (3) coaxial with and rigidly connected to said shaft (15), said mixing chamber (3) being of a generally cylindrical shape and having through its peripheral wall a plurality of discharge openings, particularly equally angularly spaced elongated slots (7) extending in a generally axial direction of said chamber (3),
   - a first plurality (17) of equally angularly spaced impeller blades (11) at one axial end of said mixing chamber (3), each of said first plurality of impeller blades (11) having a leading edge disposed axially outside of said one axial end, and a trailing edge disposed axially inward from said leading edge to the mixing chamber (3), and
   - a second plurality of equally angularly spaced impeller blades (27) at the other axial end of said mixing chamber (3), each of said second plurality of impeller blades (27) having a leading edge disposed axially outside of said other axial end, and a trailing edge disposed axially inward from said leading edge to the mixing chamber (3), in which each of said first plurality (17) of impeller blades (11) comprises a leading portion (19) having a first part (23) extending in a plane substantially perpendicular to the axis (5) of the mixing chamber (3), the radially inner end of the first part (23) being rigidly connected to said shaft (15) which is situated completely outside the mixing chamber (3), and a second part (24) bent about 90° inward from said first part (23) to the mixing chamber (3) and having its free end spaced from said plane rigidly connected (at 9) to said one end of the mixing chamber (3), and a trailing portion (21) integral with and forming an obtuse angle with the first part (23) of said leading portion (19) and in a plane projection having the shape of a sector of an annulus, and in which each of said second plurality of impeller blades (27) comprises a leading portion (31) having a first part (35) positioned outside the mixing chamber (3) and extending in a plane substantially perpendicular to the axis (5) of the mixing chamber (3), the radially inner end of the first part (35) being joined to the similar inner ends of the other impeller blades (29) of said second plurality of impeller blades (27), and a second part (36) bent about 90° inward from said first part (35) to the mixing chamber and having its free end spaced from said plane rigidly connected to said other end of the mixing chamber (3), and a trailing portion (33) integral with and forming an obtuse angle with the first part (35) of said leading portion (31) and in a plane projection having the shape of a sector of an annulus, each of the trailing portions (21,33) of the first (17) and the second (27) pluralities of impeller blades (11) being directed from the leading portion (19,31) into the mixing chamber (3), and being positioned behind the leading portion (19,31) in the rotation direction of the mixer.

2. A mixer and disperser head (1) as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that at least some of said first and second pluralities of impeller blades (17,27) having formations (25,39) for creating turbulence or shear in a fluid mixture passing thereover.

3. A mixer and disperser head as claimed in claim 2, characterized in that said formations are indentations (25,39) at the trailing end of said impeller blades (11,29).

4. A mixer and disperser head as claimed in claim 3, characterized in that said indentations (25,39) have a generally castellation-like profile.
5. A mixer and disperser head as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the trailing edge of each of said plurality of elongated slots (7) through the peripheral wall of said mixing chamber (3) forms an acute angle (α) with the tangent to the inside of said wall at the point of intersection.

6. A mixer and disperser head as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the various parts are made from a metallic material such as stainless steel and rigidly connected to each other by welding so as to form an integral one-piece unit.

Patentansprüche

1. Retriever Misch- und Dispergierkopf (1), umfassend:
   - eine zum Verbinden mit einer drehbaren Antriebswelle angepaßte Welle (15),
   - eine zu der besagten Welle (15) koaxiale und starr mit dieser verbundene Mischkammer (3), wobei die besagte Mischkammer (3) von einer allgemein zylindrischen Gestalt ist und durch ihre Umfangswand hindurch eine Mehrzahl von Austragsöffnungen aufweist, insbesondere in einer allgemein axialen Richtung der Kammer (3) verlaufende, in gleichen Winkelabständen angeordnete langgestreckte Schlitzte (7),
   - eine erste Mehrzahl (17) von in gleichen Winkelabständen angeordneten Rührflügeln (11) an einem axialen Ende der besagten Mischkammer (3), wobei jeder der besagten Mehrzahl von Rührflügeln (11) einen axial außerhalb des besagten einen axialen Endes angeordneten vorderen Rand und einen von dem besagten vorderen Rand aus zur Mischkammer (3) hin axial nach innen zu angeordneten hinteren Rand aufweist, und
   - eine zweite Mehrzahl von in gleichen Winkelabständen angeordneten Rührflügeln (27) am anderen axialen Ende der besagten Mischkammer (3), wobei jeder der besagten zweiten Mehrzahl von Rührflügeln (27) einen axial außerhalb des besagten anderen axialen Endes angeordneten vorderen Rand und einen von dem besagten vorderen Rand aus zur Mischkammer (3) hin axial nach innen zu angeordneten hinteren Rand aufweist, wobei jeder der besagten ersten Mehrzahl (17) von Rührflügeln (11) umfaßt einen vorderen Teil (19) mit einem ersten Teilstück (23), das sich in einer zur Achse (5) der Mischkammer (3) im wesentlichen senkrechten Ebene erstreckt, wobei das radial innere Ende des ersten Teilstücks (23) starr mit der besagten Welle (15) verbunden ist, welche sich völlig außerhalb der Mischkammer (3) befindet, und einem zweiten Teilstück (24), das von dem besagten ersten Teilstück (23) aus um etwa 90° nach innen zur Mischkammer (3) hin umgebogen und mit seinem freien Ende im Abstand von der besagten Ebene (bei 9) starr mit dem besagten einen axialen Ende der Mischkammer (3) verbunden ist, sowie einen hinteren Teil (21), der als Einheit mit dem ersten Teilstück (23) des besagten vorderen Teils (19) ausgebildet ist und mit diesem einen stumpfen Winkel einschließt und in einer Ebene projektiert die Form eines Sektors eines Kreisringes aufweist, und wobei jeder der besagten zweiten Mehrzahl von Rührflügeln (27) umfaßt einen vorderen Teil (31) mit einem ersten Teilstück (35), das außerhalb der Mischkammer (3) angeordnet ist und sich in einer zur Achse (5) der Mischkammer (3) im wesentlichen senkrechten Ebene erstreckt, wobei das radial innere Ende des ersten Teilstücks (35) mit den entsprechenden inneren Enden der anderen Rührflügel (29) der besagten zweiten Mehrzahl von Rührflügeln (27) verbunden ist, und einem zweiten Teilstück (36), das von dem besagten ersten Teilstück (35) aus um etwa 90° nach innen zur Mischkammer hin umgebogen ist und mit seinem freien Ende im Abstand von der besagten Ebene starr mit dem besagten anderen axialen Ende der Mischkammer (3) verbunden ist, sowie einen hinteren Teil (33), der als Einheit mit dem ersten Teilstück (35) des besagten vorderen Teils (31) ausgebildet ist und mit diesem einen stumpfen Winkel einschließt und in einer Ebene projektiert die Form eines Sektors eines Kreisringes aufweist, wobei jeder der hinteren Teile (31,33) der ersten (17) und zweiten (27) Mehrzahl von Rührflügeln (11) vom vorderen Teil (19,31) aus in die Mischkammer (3) hineingeführt ist und in Drehrichtung des Mischers hinter dem vorderen Teil (19,31) angeordnet ist.


5. Misch- und Dispergierkopf nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der hintere Rand von jedem der besagten Mehrzahl von langgestreckten Schlitzen (7) durch die Umfangswand der besagten Mischkammer (3) mit der Tangente zur Innenseite der besagten Wand am Schnittpunkt einen spitzen Winkel (α) einschließt.

6. Misch- und Dispergierkopf nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die verschiedenen Teile aus einem metallischen Material, wie beispielsweise nichtrostendem Stahl hergestellt und durch Schweißen starr miteinander verbunden sind, so daß sie eine integrierte einstückige Einheit bilden.

**Reivendications**

1. Un mélangeur rotatif et tête de dispersion (1), comprenant :

   - un arbre (15) adapté pour être relié à un arbre d'entraînement en rotation
   - une chambre de mélange (3) coaxiale et reliée rigidement audit arbre (15), ladite chambre de mélange (3) étant de forme globalement cylindrique et ayant à travers sa paroi périphérique une pluralité d’ouvertures de décharge, en particulier des ouvertures (7) allongées, réparties selon un espace-ment angulaire égal, s’étendant dans une direction globalement axiale de ladite chambre (3),

   - une première pluralité (17) de pales de rotor (11), réparties selon un espace-ment angulaire égal, sur une première extrémité axiale de ladite chambre de mélange (3), chacune parmi ladite première pluralité de pales de rotor (11) ayant un bord d’attaque disposé axialement à l’extérieur de ladite première extrémité axiale et un bord de fuite disposé axialement à l’intérieur dudit bord d’attaque sur la chambre de mélange (3), et

   - une deuxième pluralité de pales de rotor (27), réparties selon un espace-ment angulaire égal à l’autre extrémité axiale de ladite chambre de mélange (3), chacune de ladite deuxième pluralité de pales de rotor (27) ayant un bord d’attaque disposé axialement à l’extérieur de ladite autre extrémité axiale et un bord de fuite disposé axialement à l’intérieur dudit bord d’attaque sur la chambre de mélange (3), dans lequel

   - chacune parmi ladite première pluralité (17) de pales de rotor (11) comprend une partie d’attaque (19) ayant une première partie (23) s’étendant dans un plan sensiblement perpendiculaire à l’axe (5) de la chambre de mélange (3), l’extrémité radialement intérieure de la première partie (23) étant reliée rigide-ment audit arbre (15) qui est situé complètement à l’extérieur de la chambre de mélange (3) et une deuxième partie (24) courbée à environ 90° vers l’intérieur vis-à-vis de ladite première partie (23) sur la chambre de mélange (3) et ayant son extrémité libre, espaçée dudit plan, reliée rigide-ment (en 9) à ladite première extrémité de la chambre de mélange (3), et une partie de fuite (21), réalisée d’un seul tenant et formant un angle obtus avec la première partie (23) de ladite partie d’attaque (19) et qui, observée dans une projection plane, a la forme d’un secteur d’anneau, et dans lequel

   - chacune de ladite deuxième pluralité de pales de rotor (27) comprend une partie d’atta-que (31) ayant une première partie (35) positionnée à l’extérieur de la chambre de mélange (3) et s’étendant dans un plan sensiblement perpendiculaire à l’axe (5) de la chambre de mélange (3), l’extrémité radialement intérieure de la première partie (35) étant reliée aux extrémités intérieures analogues des autres pales de rotor (29) de ladite deuxième pluralité de pales de rotor (27), et une deuxième partie (36) piégée vers l’intérieur à environ 90° vis-à-vis de ladite première partie (35) sur la chambre de mélange et ayant son extrémité libre, espa-çée dudit plan, reliée rigide-ment à ladite autre extrémité de la chambre de mélange (3), et une partie de fuite (33) réalisée d’un seul tenant avec et formant un angle obtus avec la pre-mière partie (35) de ladite partie d’attaque (31) et qui, observée dans une projection plane, a la forme d’un secteur d’anneau, chacune des par-ties de fuite (21, 33) des première (17) et deuxième (27) pluralités de pales de rotor (11) étant dirigée depuis la partie d’attaque (19, 31) dans la chambre de mélange (3) et étant posi-tionnée derrière la partie d’attaque (19, 31) lorsque l’on observe dans le sens de rotation du mélangeur.

2. Un mélangeur et une tête de dispersion (1) selon la revendication 1, caractérisés en ce qu’au moins certaines parmi lesdites premières et deuxième pluralités de pales de rotor (17, 27) ont des profils (25, 39) destinés à créer une turbulence ou un cisaillement dans un mélange fluide soumis à leur action.

3. Un mélangeur et une tête de dispersion selon la revendication 2, caractérisés en ce que lesdits profils sont des indentations (25, 39) ménagées à l’extrémité de fuite desdites pales de rotor (11, 29).

4. Un mélangeur et une tête de dispersion selon la revendication 3, caractérisés en ce que lesdites indentations (25, 39) ont un profil globalement ana-logue à un crénelage.
5. Un mélangeur et une tête de dispersion selon la revendication 1, caractérisés en ce que le bord de fuite de chacune parmi ladite pluralité de dites fentes allongées (7) ménagées à travers la paroi périphérique de ladite chambre de mélange (3) forme un angle aigu (α) avec la tangente tracée sur l’intérieur de ladite paroi, au point d’intersection.

6. Un mélangeur et une tête de dispersion selon la revendication 1, caractérisés en ce que les différentes parties sont réalisées en un matériau métallique tel que de l’acier inoxydable et sont reliées rigide-ment les unes aux autres par soudage, de manière à former une unité monopiece intégrale.